Background of Circle of Eagles Lodge (COELS)

Circle of Eagles Lodge Society was incorporated as the Allied Indian and Metis Society on May 29, 1970. The
Society formally changed its name to the Circle of Eagles Lodge Society at its 25th anniversary, 1995.

Mission Statement

Circle of Eagles Lodge Society (COELS) provides Indigenous Brothers and Sisters a welcoming and culturally
safe space to re-enter their community, by providing culturally appropriate programs and services, in a holistic
respectful manner.

Programs and Services

Programs and services of COELS are developed through strategic conversations with knowledgeable stakeholders.
They include former and current Brothers and Sisters of COELS, community organization partners, Coastal Health
frontline workers, Elders, community members, Corrections Services Canada, Parole Officers and COELS Board
of Directors, Management and Staff. The goal is to bridge the gaps of existing good community programs and
services with COELS in house programs.

Head Office Administration
6520 Salish Drive		
Vancouver B.C. V6N 2C7

Circle Of Eagles Lodge for Men

Tel: 604-428-7963
Fax: 604-874-3858

Tel: 604-874-9610
Fax: 604-874-3858

Anderson Lodge Healing Centre for Women COELS Resource Centre
Tel: 604-874-1246
Fax: 604-874-9464

2008 Wall Street		
Vancouver B.C. V5L 1J5
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Message from the President
By Ken Clement

I want to welcome you to our first Circle of Eagles News – Fall/Winter
Newsletter. We trust that you will find it informative and interesting.

It was the direction of the Board years ago, that any reference related to
the people we serve, including all the residents of our facilities were to be
referred to as Brothers and Sisters. This cultural teaching is one of respect
and healing and has been demonstrated by all five Executive Directors
who have led this organization on behalf of the Board. Along with all the
employees, they have diligently pursued to provide a healing home for the
Brothers and Sisters.

We acknowledge that there has been a report recently released by
the Correctional Investigator that says that the over-representation of
Indigenous People in the federal correctional institutions has reached a
Human Rights crisis. This overwhelming representation is a result of the
systemic discrimination and racism that permeates throughout all the
Institutions within Canada since colonization.

I would like to thank our many partners, Metro Vancouver Aboriginal
Executive Council, Metro Vancouver Indigenous Services Society, Luma
Native Housing, Vancouver Police Department, National Crime Prevention
Center, BC Association of Friendship Societies, ACCESS Society, Services
Canada, Correction Services Canada, Metro Vancouver, Government of
Canada’s Homelessness Partnering Strategy program, as administered
through Metro Vancouver, Vancouver Aboriginal Justice Advisory Committee
for all their dedication to our Society and the ongoing commitment to fund
our programs.

“Overall, Indigenous people now represent 28 per cent of the federally
sentenced prison population. That number has reach 40 per cent for
federally sentence women, a figure the report calls “distressing”. Indigenous
People account for roughly 5 per cent of the population of Canada. “
Clearly our work is cut out for us. For the past 48 years, COELS has and will
continue to work to addressing the many issues that has resulted in this
Human Rights crisis. We have worked diligently on behalf of Indigenous
Brothers and Sisters that we serve to ensure that their needs to successfully
make the transition as contributing members of society is accomplished
through culture and traditions.

Our organization remains committed to not only providing holistic services
for the Brothers and Sisters served but paramount in our vision is to ensure
that the community is safe.

I want to acknowledge the Board of Directors who give of their time and for
leading the organization in these interesting times. The Board of Directors
vision is to provide a home for Indigenous Brothers and Sisters reintegrating
back into the community and that we strive to provide holistic programs
and services to assist in their healing journeys.

We know that the ongoing commitment of all our stakeholders will lead us
into the next 50 years in a good way!
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Message from the CEO
By Merv Thomas

Welcome to our first newsletter!! This newsletter will keep the Brothers
and Sisters that we work with abreast of any changes to our programs, and
the community informed about the current programs and services offered
by Circle of Eagles Lodge Society (COELS).

of the biggest threats to those who are leaving the federal institutions and
those who continue to struggle with using drugs, is that the drugs that are
hitting the streets are more deadly and more addictive. Since January of
this year, we have witnessed several overdoses and some have resulted in
death. I and the staff have witnessed these deaths and have grieved these
losses along with their families and friends.

We want to thank the Board of Directors and staff at Circle of Eagles
Lodge Society for their commitment and compassion that they show to
the Brothers and Sisters in all of our facilities and services. You always
consistently go above and beyond the call of duty. We acknowledge that
some of our Board and staff have been here for many years and look
forward to your continuing commitment to improving the services we
provide so that we continue to improve the lives of those we serve. COELS
operates from a foundation of culture.

We will be addressing this crisis head on by educating the Brothers and
Sisters on ways to keep themselves safe. We will be preparing Harm
Reduction resources in the next few months and will be seeking assistance
on the best ways to communicate harm reduction and prevention education,
given the reality of parole conditions on alcohol and drug use.
We are seeing the impact on the mental health of Brothers and Sisters
of prolonged drug use. This crisis is not isolated to those leaving the
institutions, many of us have families that are currently using. We know
that we need to meet people where they are at without judgment, that
we must change our approach, and COELS will be working with all of our
partners including Corrections Services Canada, so that we can stop the
senseless loss of life.

We also want to send a special thank you to the Brothers and Sisters
whom are making meaningful changes in your lives! We share in your
achievements and also in your struggles. Within the past few months, we
have seen many brothers and sisters working hard on bettering themselves
by returning to school, working at meaningful jobs, being good fathers
and mothers and role models to their children and re-entering their
communities in a meaningful and safe manner. This is the main reason
why this work is very rewarding.

There is hope! We know that our culture has saved many lives and that
those who practice our culture and traditions have made healthy changes
in their lives in combatting their challenges in a meaningful way. COELS has
and will continue to use our Culture, Traditions and Protocols to promote
a healthy balanced lifestyle for the Brothers and Sisters, and all of our
communities.

We also want to acknowledge that many changes have occurred in the
past 48 years since the beginning of COELS and that these challenges
impact us in the work that we do and we must respond to those challenges
head on and we must not shirk in our responsibility to address them. One
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Brothers Lodge

By Danette Delorme, House Manager
The Circle of Eagles Lodge (COEL) for Brothers continues to remain full at 17 beds. If
you are interested in coming to COELS we have an application form that is available by
request, you can call us @ 604.874.9610 or by email @ admin@circleofeagles.com.
The Lodge for Brothers is centred around Indigenous based healing, teachings, and
communities. Our Elders work out of the Lodge, as well as taking the Brothers on outings
including water baths, sweat lodges, ceremonies at long houses, AA/NA at west coast and
pow wow night, cedar weaving just to name a few of the events and teachings they have
lined up over the next few months.
We also have a sweat lodge for Brothers, as well as Tsetsusem Healing Journey twice a
year. The healing journey takes place at Camp Potlatch over four days and is open to the
Brothers in the community as well as Brothers in the institutions.
The Lodge is open 24 hours and is a Community Residential Facility (CRF) for those that
have a residency condition for your release. We are also a community base for those on
Section 84, and work with the ALDO.
We pride ourselves on being committed to working with the Brothers on integrating back
into the community by providing a housing program, employment program as well as our
Circle of Healing. Every Brother that comes to stay with us is beginning their journey into
the community and we work with each of you to meet you where you are at.

COELS Pumpkin Carving contest
COELS Pumpkin Carving contest was held and there were three prizes won.
Special thank you to all the Brothers and Staff that carved their pumpkins!

First Prize

First prize was a Visa Gift card of $100
Second prize was a Visa Gift card of $50 plus a movie ticket.
Third prize was a Visa Gift card of $25 plus two movie tickets.

Second Prize

Congratulations to the winners and to everyone for participating!!!!

Third Prize
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Circle of Eagles Lodge for Men

Anderson Lodge Healing Center for Women

Sisters Lodge

By Velma Albert, House Manager
Anderson Lodge continues to house both women whom are homeless,
and women on conditional releases. All the sisters that reside at the lodge
follow the in-house program.
When Sisters first arrive at the Lodge an initial plan is created. This could
mean working with staff to secure financial means, substance misuse, and
housing and employment.
We also work with the community in building relationships that may assist
the Sisters, this can include programs at Native Court workers or MVIIS.
Most of the residents who attended the program have great desire for
Indigenous programming and spirituality, there are also two Elders that
work with the Sisters at the Lodge.
Anderson Lodge makes regular visits to the Fraser Valley Institution from
both myself on every second Monday, and the A&D Counsellor/ Elder
weekly on Tuesday and Thursday.
The mini programs play a big part in Anderson Lodge program. Therefore,
our sisters are strongly encouraged to participate. The following programs
are offered from Monday to Friday.
Sweat Lodge Ceremony/ Cultural Activities – All sweat lodge ceremonies
were offered on Wednesdays for women only. The Wednesdays’
ceremonies were offered to sisters at the lodge each week; but, sisters
participating from the Fraser Valley Institution participate bi-weekly. They
are on Escorted Temporary Pass (ETA) to participate in the ceremonies.
Native Arts & Crafts - Native Arts & Crafts were offered this month. If the
residents were working on Native Arts & Crafts, they worked on it on their
own. If they need assistance, staff helped when they can.
Talking Circle/House Meeting - Our talking circle continued on Friday
mornings. All sisters are required to attend as this is the time that they
share their concerns in the house and or any struggles that they may be
experiencing. Once they voice their concerns/issues, they hear group
feedback.
Anderson Lodge Drum Group - Anderson Lodge offers traditional singing
and drumming to its residence. The drum was open to all sisters to sing
and drum at the Lodge. Our sisters are welcome to drum any time of the
day as needed.
Musi Cho

Sweat Lodge ceremonies for the
Sisters are held every Wednesday.
Call Anderson Lodge
for more information.
(604) 874-1246
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Cultural and Support Programs and Services
Housing and Support Program

Circle of Eagles Lodge Society started the Housing and Support Program
and opened its doors October 2016, we are located at the COELS Resource
Centre at 2008 Wall Street in Vancouver.
Our program is designed to assist Indigenous Brothers and Sisters from our
Lodges, as well as the community to get accommodation within their means,
and have a place they can call home. We offer a range of opportunities for
the clients to reach their goals. We offer them help and give them direction
to get all the necessary documentation to get a place they can call home.
In the past few years, we have worked with clients that have lived in a
facility based environment. We have had the opportunity to get better
acquainted with them to identify some of the more specific needs for them
that pertains to their housing situation. We take all the necessary steps to
assist them at the best of our abilities. We branch out in the community to
get assistance if they don’t fall under our criteria for our program. We work
with them to find out where it is they would prefer to live and how far they
are willing to move to meet their needs and their budget.
We also have other resources we can refer our client(s) to within the lower
mainland and greater Vancouver area: The New Chelsea Society, BC Housing
or Native Housing, Luma Housing, Carnegie Outreach, Transformative
Justice, The Aboriginal Friendship Centre, The Aboriginal Mother’s Centre.
Having established these communications over the past few years, we’ve
received referrals from
other agencies, treatment centres and numerous Indigenous service
providers reaching out seeking emergency support.

COELS Resources

COELS is just finishing up renovations at our NEW location at 2008 Wall
Street. The new location will be home for some of the resources we offer,
we will be having an open house soon, watch for upcoming events on our
Facebook page.

Circle of Healing

Cultural Programs and Services

Each individual we work with identifies with us what they want to work on,
and short term and long term goals. From there we create a calendar to
share with your Parole Officer. The key to being a success is that YOU are
in charge of what this plan looks like. There are some programs that are
mandatory, but outside that you are encouraged to work on what works
best for you.

We have our Sweat Lodge located at the Sisters Lodge that we have for the
Brothers, Sisters and community. This is one of the only urban sweat lodges
in Vancouver and welcome all the Brothers and Sisters that are currently in
the Greater Vancouver area and still on parole to join us.

COELS offers a variety of Cultural Programs and Services. Twice a year in
the spring and fall we go on the Tsetsusem Healing Journey. We also are
planning on going on Canoe journeys again soon and are currently seeking
funding.

Circle of Healing (COH) works with each individual on their own to develop
a personally tailored plan that you are part of helping to develop. We
work together with you to reach the goals you want to achieve, with an
Indigenous perspective.

Our Elders at COELS are available to meet with one on one, as well as they
are planning other cultural events. Please check the bulletin board at COEL
to see what the Elders are planning!

Virtual Reality

The advancement of technology has given us so many opportunities and
tools to help us in our everyday life. One of those advancements is the use
of Virtual Reality (VR). The many uses of this tool are endless, from gaming
to schooling and many more.

The Elders have also been taking the Brothers for Spirit Baths on the
weekend, if this is something you are interested in please feel free to
contact the Elders or let us know at the front office.
Circle of Healing provides support to the Brothers and Sisters, our goal is to
work with you at where you are at, there are some Brothers and Sisters that
are at the very beginning of their cultural journey, while others may just be
looking for connections in the community.

We here at Circle of Eagles have been planning on introducing this tool to
help the brothers and sisters adjust to the community. Having a VR for their
use could help alleviate the many stresses of everyday life that we take for
granted. With a VR headset we could show the brothers and sisters how
to use a compass card to get onto transit, use a debit machine, or just take
them through the neighborhood.

K’emk’emelay Indigenous Pre-Employment
Skills Training

This tool can helpful to someone who is adjusting to the reintegration into
the community. This tool also has the ability to take someone home thru
google maps which is helpful if you are not close to home. VR is a tool that
we can use to help our community build stronger citizens and bring them to
places they could never imagine.

Please contact us and we can work with you to join
in the program. We can be reached at coelspep@
circleofeagles.com or 778.658.5760 to make an
appointment.
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Continuous Intake.

K’emk’emelay Indigenous Pre-Employment
Skills Training
We started K’emk’emelay Pre Employment Skills and Training at 2008
Wall Street in Vancouver on October 22, however we do have ongoing
intake and are able to work with Brothers and Sisters in Employment or
Training.

We have been working diligently with to develop and refine a training
and employment initiative for Indigenous brothers and sisters to be
gainfully employed. We will have a focus of ensuring the participants
receive certification to increase the client’s opportunities in attaining
meaningful long-term employment with the possibility for advancement
and growth within an organization. Another primary focus of the
K’emk’emelay Indigenous Employment Skills Training will be to work
collectively with various organizations to ensure that the clients have
access to services and receive adequate training to improve each
participant’s quality of life.
We also offer a supportive role in assisting participants in gaining
resource and understanding of additional supports should you wish to
pursue higher education.
Please contact us and we can work with you to join in the program.
We can be reached at coelspep@circleofeagles.com or 778.658.5760
to make an appointment.

Tsetsusem Healing Journey
Camp Potlatch

The Tsetsusem Healing Journey is a learning opportunity to experience traditional
activities to all that attended from elders, community and COELS staff, and
Corrections Canada Staff. We also have Brothers attending from the Institutions
for the entire time we are at the camp.
When we arrive at the camp we put up the sweat lodge together and the
traditional sweats take place every evening however participation varied from
day to day due to physical limitations of participants and the elder running the
sweats
Daily canoe trips in the Circle of Eagles canoes are an extremely enlightening
escorted by both staff and elders who share traditional teaching and protocols
of the water.
Throughout the day there are a variety of teachings and crafts, including beading
and making drums. Drum making was directed by the Elders and Brothers, a
great way to experience the teamwork and skills building.
A Talking Circle takes place every night and is a great way to unwind and share
the experiences, feelings and come together as people. The talking circle had no
time limit therefore often goes late into the night with interaction around the fire
One special perk of this area is the interaction with all the wildlife that in itself is
worth the trip On the last full day at the camp a traditional feast is cooked and
celebrations of the past week.
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Community Resource Expo - Information Fairs Fall 2018

COELS will be attending the Information Fairs at most of the Institutions. We would like to meet as many
Brothers for these info fairs and hope to touch base and share our current resources with you and to discuss
your release plans.
We will have application forms for Brothers and Sisters inside to fill out.
Managers and Staff attendance is as follows:

We look forward to connecting with the Brothers and Sisters, come and see us at our booth!
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What’s New Around COELS

Welcome to Elders Russ Muelforth and Lorraine Muelforth
We would like to Welcome Elder Ross and Lorraine to COELS. Elders Ross and Lorraine joined us this Fall and have been busy spending time with the
Brothers and Sisters. They have been taking the Brothers to Spirit Baths on the weekends, the Friendship Centre on pow wow and west coast nights, and
have many more plans for the near future. Please feel free to book an appointment with them or join in on the activities.
Harm Reduction Focus Group

Harm Reduction

At COELS we have noticed the increase in the use of illegal, and dangerous drugs. We have been working with the community, including Corrections Services
Canada, in looking at harm reduction. This can include a variety of different things including culturally relevant treatment programs in the community.
While we in no way condone the use of any type of illegal drug, we are also faced with the reality that there are those that are using, and in this regard we
are working diligently on providing help with the addictions, as well as safe practices including following closely what is happening with the trial needle
exchange programs that are currently happening in two institutions.
We also want to get feedback from the Brothers and Sisters on what their challenges are. Metro Vancouver Aboriginal Executive Council held a focus group
that was attended by nine Brothers in the community to hear their voices. From the results we are provided with, we will take some of the concerns to
see if there are services we can provide or reach out to the community to provide, as well as sit down with CSC to bring forward suggestions or concerns.

Section 84 – What’s New

A Community consultation process for release planning remains a priority for the Vancouver Aboriginal Justice Advisory Committee (VAJAC). We are
currently seeking men/women interested in working with us to pursue a community plan for urban Vancouver.
Please call the ACDO for the Vancouver area, Laura Baird – 604-202-6332

Social Media

COELS has started a new Facebook Page – come check us out!
https://www.facebook.com/CircleofEaglesLodge/
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Fun Activities at COELS
Christmas Plans

Gingerbread Lodges
We will once again have Gingerbread Lodge Contest. The contest will
include prizes and the winners will be picked by a draw.
Contest Rules – everyone that makes a gingerbread lodge is eligible to
win. There will be three draws.
First Prize goes to the Best Gingerbread Lodge. $100 Visa Gift Card.
Second Prize will be picked by a draw. $60 Visa Gift Card. Everyone that
creates a Gingerbread Lodge will enter their name in a bowl. Let’s face it,
some of us are not artists, so to give everybody a fighting chance we will
pick the winners with a draw.
All staff and brothers are eligible for the prizes, the only criteria is that you
must make a Gingerbread Lodge and have fun. The prizes will be given
out by Elders Russ and Lorraine Mulforth on the nights before Christmas!

Bowling Night with the Elves

We are planning another Bowling Night – with a visit from a very special
elf. Join us for 5 pin glow in the dark bowling. Details will be posted on the
office door. Dinner will be included!

Volunteers

The volunteers are often at COEL and are looking for activities over the
Christmas Season, please let us know if there are events around town you
would be interested in.

COELS Christmas Party – December 10, 2018

The Circle of Eagles Lodge Society Christmas Party will be held on December
10, 2018, at the Heritage Hall, located at 3102 Main Street. The party will
begin at 5:00 pm and special guest Santa Claus will be joining the party at
6:30 pm.
For the Brothers and Sisters from the institutions, you may need to get
special permission from your Parole Officer as well as support from your Case
Management Team (CMT). The earlier you apply the better your chances of
being allowed to attend. We always welcome the Brothers and Sisters from
the Institutions.
Please RSVP your attendance as this will allow us to better plan for attendance
and catering. You may also call us at the office at 604-874-9610.
For the Brothers at COELS please note that we will be handing out your
Christmas wish lists soon and then we will be sending these to Santa Claus on
your behalf – remember he knows if you have been naughty or nice!
If you have other ideas of what you would like to see happening at COELS
please let us know.
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November 2018

November 2018
Sunday

Monday

Important dates to remember

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday
1

PEP 10-2PM

4

5
PEP 10-2PM
Elders 3-9 @ COELS and
Anderson

11

6
PEP 10-2PM

12
PEP 10-2PM
Elders 3-9

18

13
PEP 10-2PM

19

25

EVENTS

27

Blanketing Ceremony Nov. 21
Blanketing Ceremony Friendship
Centre, 1607 East Hastings

December 2018
Sunday

Monday

17
Elders 9-4PM

23
PEP 10-2PM

29
PEP 10-2PM

10
Elders 9 – 4PM

16

22

28
PEP 10-2PM
Elders 2-9

9

PEP 10-2PM

PEP 10-2PM

3
Elders 9 – 4PM

PEP 10-2PM

15

21
PEP 10-2PM
Elders 2-9
Blanket Ceremony

PEP 10-2PM

8

PEP 10-2PM

20

26
PEP 10-2PM
Elders 3-9

PEP 10-2PM

PEP 10-2PM

14
PEP 10-2PM
Elders 2-9

PEP 10-2PM

PEP 10-2PM
Elders 3-9

7
PEP 10-2PM
Elders 2-9 @ COELS and
Anderson

Saturday
2

24
Elders 9-4PM

30
PEP 10-2PM

Elders Schedule
Elders hours may be allocated at
Circle of Eagles, Anderson Lodge,
and, Wall St. Centre for Cultural,
Circles, and, one to one services.

Pre-employment Schedule
Pre-employment is continuous intake,
come and see us at 2008 Wall Street.

December 2018
Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday
1

2

3
PEP 10-2PM
Elders 3-9 @ COELS and
Anderson

9

4
PEP 10-2PM

10
PEP 10-2PM

11
PEP 10-2PM

17
PEP 10-2PM

18
PEP 10-2PM

Anderson
23

24
Elders 3-9 COELS and

Anderson
30

25
MERRY CHRISTMAS!!

13

14

20

15
Elders 9-4PM

21
PEP 10-2PM

27
PEP 10-2PM

8
Elders 9-4PM

PEP 10-2PM

PEP 10-2PM

26
Elders 2-9 @ COELS and
Anderson

7
PEP 10-2pm

PEP 10-2PM
Staff Christmas Party!

19
PEP 10-2PM
Elders 2-9 @ COELS and
Anderson

Elders 3-9 COELS and

6
PEP 10-2PM

12
PEP 10-2PM
Elders 2-9 @ COELS and
Anderson

COELS Christmas
Party!!!
16

5
PEP 10-2PM
Elders 2-9 @ COELS and
Anderson

22
Elders 9-4PM

28
PEP 10-2PM

29
Elders 9-4PM

31
Elders 3-9 COELS and

Anderson

EVENTS

COELS Christmas Party
COELS Christmas Party will be held at
the Heritage Hall located at 3102
Main Street, Vancouver. 5:00 – 8:00
pm.

Elders Schedule
Elders hours may be allocated at
Circle of Eagles, Anderson Lodge,
and, Wall St. Centre for Cultural,
Circles, and, one to one services.
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Pre-employment Schedule
Pre-employment is continuous intake,
come and see us at 2008 Wall Street.
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